
ILoI0200 

 

 

1) Adalwolfa von der Helle (Stargate) 

 New name. 

 

Documentation provided: 

Adalwolfa Morlet (I, 18, column2) under Adalulfus dates masculine forms 

"Adalulfus" to a840, a914, a918; "Athalolfus" to a 1036. 

von der Halle Bahlow (Dictionary of German Names, English version) p 231 under Hell 

dates this form to 1382. 

Photocopies: None needed. 

Changes: Any. Meaning "noble she-wolf" and German language / culture are most 

important.  Desired gender is female. 

 

 

2) Aaron Ashennan of Clan MacKenzie (Moonschadowe) 

 Resubmitted badge.  Name in ILoI1099, LoI0100. 

 

 (fieldless) A dragon passant to sinister azure. 

 

Submission history: (Fieldless) A dragon passant coward 

azure maintaining a compass rose argent was returned in 

kingdom 12/99 for conflict with Drachenwald, [Tinctureless] A 

silver wristguard engraved with a dragon passant coward, 

wings addorsed, maintaining in dexter forepaw a sword erect” 

and Sciath Ni Chúanachtaigh of Clan MacRath (reg. 7-99 via 

Caid), Gyronny Or and gules, a dragon passant azure. 

 



 

3) Angus MacKinnon (Steppes) 

 New name.  New device. 

 

Per chevron purpure and vert, a chevron and in chief a mullet 

of four greater and four lesser point Or. 

 

Documentation provided: 

Angus  Black p 218 under Dove dates Angus John 

Dowisoun to 1516. 

MacKinnon  Black p 531 under MacKinnon dates 

Makkynnon to 1536 and Mackiynan to 1545. 

Photocopies: None needed. 

Changes: Minor changes only; specific permission granted to 

change MacKinnon if necessary for registration.  Scottish 

language / culture is most important.  Desired gender is male. 

 

 

4) Arabella Mackinnon (Eldern Hills) 

 New name. 

 

Documentation provided: 

Arabella Withycome p 28  under Arabel(la) dates Arabella to 1255. 

Mackinnon Black p 531 under MacKinnon dates Makkynnon to 1536 and Mackiynan 

to 1545.  Scottish Clan and Family Names, R Martine (rev ed 1992, Mainstream 

Publishing) p. 152 shows this spelling. 

Photocopies: Martine. 

Changes: Any.  Changes requested for authenticity to 1400-1500 Scottish time period.  

Desired gender is female. 

 

 

5) Bianca Mantegna (Brad Leah) 

 New name.  New device. 

 

Per pale argent and purpure, a shirt and 2 piles 

counterchanged. 

 

Documentation provided: 

Bianca The New Centruy Cyclopedia of Names, C. L. 

Barnhart, ed (1954, Appleton-Centruy-Crofts, Inc.) p 

804 under Capello, Bianca dates this person to 1548-

1587. 

Mantegna The New Centruy Cyclopedia of Names, 

C. L. Barnhart, ed (1954, Appleton-Centruy-Crofts, Inc.) 

p 2608 under Mantegna, Andrea dates this person to 

1431-1506. 



Photocopies: All cited. 

Changes:  Any.  Language / culture is most important; none listed but all documentation 

is from 13
th

-14
th

 C Northern Italy.  Desired gender is female. 

 

 

6) Catherine de Lance (Steppes) 

 Resubmitted device. Name in ILoI0899, LoI 1099. 

 

Per chevron azure and argent, three fleurs-de-lys 

counterchanged, a chief azure. 

 

Submission history: Per chevron azure and argent 

three fleurs-de-lys counter changed returned in kingdom 

10/99 for conflict with David Lennox Hamilton (2/91) 

Per chevron azure and argent, two fleurs-de-lys argent 

and a thistle proper. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7) Cicilia Rosa (Wastelands) 

 New name.  New device. 

 

Pily purpure and argent, in base an iris purpure slipped 

and leaved vert. 

 

Documentation provided: 

Cicilia "Italian Renaissance Women's Names" by Rhian 

Lyth of Blackmoor Vale (Jo Lori Drake) at 

www.panix.com/~mittle/names/rhian/italian.html access 

10/2/99 dates this spelling to 14
th

/15
th

 century Florence. 

Rosa Fucilla p 78 line 3 shows this surname in the 

"Botanical Names" chapter. 

Photocopies: Web page cited. 

Changes: Minor changes only.  Italian language / 

culture is most important.  Desired gender is female. 

Changes requested for authenticity to Italian language / culture. 

 

 

8) Dáire de Haya (Elfsea) 

 New name. 

 

Documentation provided: 



Dáire "100 Most Popular Men's Names in Early Medieval Ireland" by Tangwystyl verch 

Morgant Glasvryn (Heather Rose Jones) at 

www.panix.com/~mittle/names/tangwystyl/Irish100 p 3 dates this spelling to the pre-

Norman period, roughly pre-12
th

 C. 

de Haya "The Early Charters of the Family of Kinninmonth of that Ilk" reprinted in 

The Study of Medieval Record ed Bullough and Storey (1971, Oxford Universiy Press) 

found at http://sadko.ncl.ac.uk/~ndjk/Personal/Scotland/Origins/Charters.htm p 11 of 18 

shows "Wilielmo da Haya" and "Dauide de Haya" as testitors to a grant by King William 

I of Scotland c. 1194. 

Photocopies: Web pages as cited. 

Changes:  Any. Sound of Dáire as English "dare" is most important.  Desired gender is 

male. Changes requested for authenticity to post-1066 Scotland / Ireland. 

 

 

9) Daniel McNeil (Brad Leah) 

 New name. 

 

Documentation provided: 

Daniel "Late 16
th

 Century English Given Names" by Talan Gwynek at 

www.panix.com/~mittle/names/talan/eny16/eng16alpha.htm shows this spelling used 12 

times. 

McNeil Black p 550 under MacNeil dates McNeill to 1329 and 1633. 

Photocopies: Web page cited. 

Changes: Minor changes only.  English language / culture is most important.  Desired 

gender is male. 

 

10) Elewys Luscomb (Crossrode Keep) 

 Resubmitted device. Name in ILoI 0999, LoI 1299. 

 

Purpure, on a pile argent a boar rampant purpure, a bordure 

Or. 

 

Submission history: Purpure, on a pile argent a boar 

rampant purpure was returned in kingdom 11/99 for 

conflict with Julian of the Purple Must (1/74), Purpure, on 

a pile argent two sprigs of laurel proper. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11) Etienett de Bitche (Glaslyn) 

 New name. 

 



Documentation provided: 

Etienett Dauzet (noms de famille) p 241 under Etienne derives the name from the 

early Christian martyr and saint, Stephen, and traces it through many times and regions of 

France.  The construction of a French feminine given from a French masculine given is 

documented by Cateline de la Mor, "Sixteenth Centry Norman Names" at 

www.panix.com/~mittle/names/cateline/norman16.html, which lists "Anthoine" and 

"Anthonette" and the same author's "Names from Fourteenth Centruy Foix" at 

../cateline/foix.html which lists Barthólemy/Bartholomette, Bernard/Bernadette, and 

Guillaume/Guillamette. 

de Bitche Dauzet (nox de Lieux) p 86 under Bitche dates the spellings "Bites" to 

1196 and "Bitch" to 1203. 

Photocopies: Web pages as cited. 

Changes:  Any.  No preferences marked. 

 

 

12) Gavin Stuart (Falconridge) 

 New name 

 

Documentation provided: 

Gavin Black p 681 under Rait lists "Gavin Rath" dated to 1477. 

Stuart Black p 748 under Stewart dates this spelling to 1429. 

Photocopies: None needed. 

Changes:  Any.  Scottish late period language / culture is most important.  Desired 

gender is male.  

 

13) Geneviève de la Gamba (Elfsea) 

 New name.  New device. 

 

Azure, an increscent within an orle of nine fluers-de-lys 

argent. 

 

Documentation provided: 

Geneviève feminine given name found under "G" in 

"An Index to the Given Names in the 1292 Census of 

Paris" by Colm Dubh at 

www.sca.org/heraldry/laurel/names/paris.html accessed 

9/22/98 5:44pm.  

de la Gamba Dauzet (noms et prenoms) p 277 under 

Gamb- lists "Gamba" as the Italian form with the 

diminutive "Gambetta".  A viola da gamba is a period 

bowed stringed instrument, the predecessor of the modern 

cello.  Term is dated to 1590-1600 by Random House 

Dictionary, Unabridged (2
nd

 ed, 1987, p 2124). 

Photocopies: Web page cited. 

Changes:  Any. Meaning is most important, but none listed.  (Submitter plays a viola da 

gamba.)  Desired gender is female. 



 

14) Giovanna Lena Caronna (Loch Soilleir) 

 New name.  New device. 

 

Per pale argent and Or, a pale bretessed purpure between 

two wolves' heads erased respectant sable. 

 

Documentation provided: 

Giovanna Biographical Dictionary (1994, Larousse) 

p 592 under Giovanni shows the masculine form dated 

to 1403-1482.  Submitter wants the feminine form. 

Lena  None provided.  [Asterisk:  De Felice 

(nomi) p 226 under Lena describes this spelling, 

undated, as a nickname for Maddalena and Marilena.  

Under Maddalena, p 245-6, he give the Greek and 

Latin sources and describes the name as "widely 

diffused thoughout Italy," crediting its popularity to 

the Bibical Mary Magdalene.] 

Caronna Submitter's legal surname. 

Photocopies: Larousse and driver's license. 

Changes: Minor changes only.  Sound and language / culture are most important, but 

none listed.  Desired gender is female. 

 

 

15) Gwenhuyvar verch Morgant Dedwydd (Brad Leah) 

 New name. 

 

Documentation provided: 

Gwenhuyvar  This spelling appears in The Welch Triads, Bromwich, Rachel 

(University of Wales Press, 1978).  These spellings appear in the White Book text of the 

Mabinogi. 

verch  Welsh for "daughter of."  This spelling is most common through the 16
th

 

century. 

Morgant Welsh form of "Morgan," found in this spelling as late as the 14
th

 century, 

per Morgan and Morgan under Morgan. 

Dedwydd Modern (post-1500) Welsh for "happy."  Alternate spellings are 

documented by Morgan and Morgan under Dedwydd. 

Photocopies: Email from the Academy of Saint Gabriel, prepared by Arval Benecoeur 

with the help of Tangwystel verch Margant Glasvryn and Mari Elspeth nic Bryan, citing 

the above documentation. 

Changes: Minor changes only. Welsh language / culture is most important.  Desired 

gender is female. Changes requested for authenticity to 13
th

 century Welsh. 

 

 

16) Hans Faust (Brad Leah) 

 New device.  Name in ILoI0899, LoI 1099. 



 

Argent, on a chief triangular a cross of Jerusalem argent, 

a base wavy sable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

17) Helen Shiercliffe (Brad Leah) 

 New name. 

 

Documentation provided: 

Helen  "Feminine Given Names in A Dictionary of English Surnames" by Talan 

Gwynek at www.panix.com/~mittle/names/talan/reaney/reaney.cgi?Helen dates this 

spelling to 1438 Boutflour and 1588 Macartney. 

Shiercliffe Microfiche of consolidated birth, marriage, and confirmation records of 

Ecclesfield Priory, England, show this spelling used in 1522, 1529, 1531, 1537, and 1558 

by at least four different people. 

Photocopies: All cited, plus pages on the "pedigree of Shiercliffe of Ecclesfield-Hall" 

from an untitled, undated source which traces the family from Henry VI through 1789. 

Changes: Minor changes only.  Sound is most important, but none specified.  Desired 

gender is female. Changes requested for authenticity to 15c-16c English. 

 

 

18) Ihon Vinson MacFergus (Gates Edge) 

 New name.  New device. 

 

Per pale gules and vert, a saltire argent. 

 

Documentation provided: 

Ihon  Black p 450 under MacAlaster dates 

Ihone dow Mcalaster to 1614.  The Bruce, a poem 

written by John Barbour about 1355, as printed in an 

edition with translation and notes by A. A. M. Duncan 

(Canongate Books Limited, 1997), shows "Schyr Jhon 

the Balleoll" (Sir John Balliol) on p. 55 and "Schyr 

John Cumyn" (Sir John Comyn) on p. 75.  In this book, 

Duncan explains on page 33, "where i represents a 

consonant it is printed as j." 



Vinson French masculine given name, a nickname derived from Vincent via 

Vincon per Dauzet (..noms et prenoms..) p 596 under Vincon. 

MacFergus Black p 493 under MacFergus dates M'Fergus to 1575. 

Photocopies: None. 

Changes: Minor changes only.  Submitter will allow dropping of "Vinson" only if 

essential to register the name.  Desired gender is male. 

 

 

19) Ivie Rathbourn (Bordermarch) 

 Resubmitted device. Name in ILOI 1099, LoI 0100 

 

Quarterly gules and sable, on a sun Or a wheel proper. 

 

Submission history:  Gules on a demi-sun Or a wheel 

proper, reblazoned .. on a sun Or ..  was returned in 

kingdom 10/99 because the sun was not drawn properly, 

and would conflict with Macedonia, "Gules a sun Or", 

with only 1 CD for the wheel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

20) Kenway ap Owain (Eldern Hills) 

 New name.  New device. 

 

Per pale azure and vert, a pale bretessed argent. 

 

Documentation provided: 

Kenway Reaney & Wilson p 263 under Kenway 

lists Robertus filius Kenewi 1198. 

Owain Reaney & Wilson p 333 under Owen lists John 

Owain 1242. 

Photocopies: None needed. 

Changes: Any. Lnguage / culture is most important, 

but none specified .  Desired gender is male. Changes 

requested for authenticity to 12-13
th

 century Welsh. 

 

 

 

 

 



21) Mahee of Acre (Loch Solleir) 

 Resubmitted device. Name in ILoI0999, LoI1299. 

 

Purpure, a cross Or, in sinister canton a descrescent 

argent. 

 

Submission history: Purpure a cross Or was returned 

in kingdom 11/99 for conflict with Sweden, Azure, a 

cross Or, and Kingdom of Calontir (4/84), Purpure, a 

cross of Calatrava Or. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

22) Maria Elena de los Santos (Trelac) 

 Resubmitted device. Name in ILoI0799, LoI0999. 

 

Azure, on a bend between two angels blowing trumpets 

argent, three roses proper. 

 

Submission history: Azure, on a bend sinister between 

two angels addorsed argent crined sable blowing 

trumpets Or, three roses proper was returned in 

kingdom 9/99 for conflict with Morganthe of 

Nordwache, Azure, on a bend sinister between a mask of 

tragedy and a mask of comedy argent, a garden rosebud 

gules, slipped and leaved vert, and Roseanna vom Meirei, 

Azure, on a bend sinister between two garbs argent, 

three roses azure, for a complexity count of nine, and 

for the non-period postures and tinctures of the angels. 

 

 

23) Medb Liath (Elfsea) 

 New name. 

 

Documentation provided: 

Medb  Feminine Irish Gaelic given nmae found in Tangwystyl verch Morgant 

Glasvryn, "early Irsih Feminine Names from the Index to O'Brien's Corpus Genealogiarm 

Hiberniae" found at www.panix.com/~mittle/names/tagwystyl/obrien accessed 

1/12/2000. 



Liath  descriptive byname meaning "gray" found in Tangwystyl verch Morgant 

Glasvryn, "early Irsih Feminine Names from the Index to O'Brien's Corpus Genealogiarm 

Hiberniae" found at www.panix.com/~mittle/names/tagwystyl/obrien accessed 

1/12/2000. 

Photocopies: Web pages as cited.. 

Changes:  Any.  Sound of given - "Mave as rhymes with wave," and meaning of byname 

"gray" are most important.  Desired gender is female. 

 

24) Melody MacGregor (Stargate) 

 New name. 

 

Documentation provided: 

Melody  Legal given of submitter.  Bardsley p 113 under Blunt dates 

"Melodia" to 1273 as a given name. 

MacGregor  Black p 505 under MacGregor dates "Macgregor to 1603 and 

"M'Gregor" to 1600. 

Photocopies: None needed. 

Changes: Any.  Language / culture is most important, but none specified.  Desired 

gender is female. 

 

 

25) Michael Silverhands (Stargate) 

 Resubmitted device. Name in ILoI0999, LoI1299. 

 

Per pale and per fess embattled azure and argent. 

 

Submission history: Quarterly azure and argent was 

returned in kingdom 11/99 for conflict with Ulf of 

Sjaelland (2/96), Quarterly gules and argent.  Submitter's 

alternate, Quarterly argent and azure, conflicts with 

Hohenzollern, Quarterly argent and sable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



26) Monica de la Cueva (Brad Leah) 

 New device. Name in ILoI0899, LoI1099. 

 

Ermine, a pomegranate slipped and leaved proper.  

[Asterisk:  The pomegranate is green with red seeds.] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

27) Morgan Ellisse (Wiesenfeuer) 

 New name. 

 

Documentation provided: 

Morgan Bardsley p 541 under Morgan dates "Morgan Gough" to 20 Hen. VI 

(c1440) and "Morgan Davies" to 1616. 

Ellisse Mari Elsbeth nic Bryan, "Surnames in King's Stanley Marriages: 1573 - 1600" 

found at www.panix.com/~mittle/names/mari/kngsstanley/SurnamesAlpha.htm dates this 

spelling to 1576. 

Photocopies: Web page as cited. 

Changes:  Any.  Elizabethan English language / culture is most important, and submitter 

wants surname to be pronounced "el' - is" with short vowels.  [Asterisk:  I've got to find a 

font with diacritical marks.]  Desired gender is male. 

 

28) Rufus Duzeper (Wastelands) 

 Resubmitted name.  Unpended device. 

 

Per pale engrailed azure and argent, a natural dolphin 

urinant argent and three escallops one and two azure. 

 

Documentation provided: 

Rufus  Withycombe p 260 under Rufus lists this 

name, undated.  Bardsley p 243 under Dingley dates 

Rufus Rogers to 1598-9. 

Duzeper Reaney & Wilson p 127 under Dashper 

dates Alb(e)ricus Duzeper to 1221, William Duzeper to 

1279, and Roger Duzeper to 1293. 

Photocopies: None needed. 



Submission history: Name Connor Makinzie was returned by Laurel 4/99 for conflict 

with Connor MacKenzie reg 10/98 (after this submission had left kingdom).  Therefore, 

the device which was submittted in ILoI 0399 was pended in kingdom 5/99 awaiting an 

acceptable name. 

Changes: Minor changes only.  English language / culture is most important.  Desired 

gender is male. 

 

 

29) Tessa de Rimini (Wastelands) 

 Resubmitted device. Name registered 4/99. 

 

Azure, two keys in saltire, wards to base, and a chief 

embattled argent 

 

Submission history: Per bend azure and argent, two 

keys in saltire, wards to base, counterchanged and a 

chief embattled argent was returned by Laurel 9/99 

because one of the keys was counterchanged along its 

axis, thus making it unidentifiable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

30) Thorvald the Bald (Brad Leah) 

 New name. 

 

Documentation provided: 

Thorvald New Century Cyclopedia of Names, ed C. Barhart (Appleton-Century-

Crofts, 1954) p 3851 lists Thorvald as "Scandinavian navigator, said to have explored 

the coast of New England (c1003-04)." 

the Bald Description byname.  Reaney & Wilson (3
rd

 ed) p 24 under Bald, Bauld 

list Simon le Bald' 1178, John Balde 1221 and Bald' filius Bald' 1199. 

Photocopies: New Century Cycolpedia of Names as cited. 

Changes:  Any.  Scandinavian language / culture is most important.  Desired gender is 

male. 

 

31) Ulrich der Haveke (Mendersham) 

 Resubmitted name.  Resubmitted device. 

 

Gyronny Or and gules, a sheaf of arrows sable. 

 

Documentation provided: 



Ulrich  Talan Gwynek (Brian Scott), "Medieval German Given Names from 

Silesia", (http://www.sca.org/heraldry/laurel/names/bahlow_v.htm) is "a compilation of 

the given names found in Hans Bahlow's Mittelhochdeutsches Namenbuch nach 

schlesischen Quellen (Neustadt an der Aisch: Verlag Degener & Co., 1975).  The title 

may be translated "Middle High German Name Book from Silesian Sources.".  He 

documents Ulrich 9 times, in the years c.1250, c.1285, 1296, 1300, 1311, 1320, 1337, 

1349, 1369 

der  German for "the" or "of the."  Bahlow (p. 5 s.n. Adler) dates: Werner ze 

dem adeler – 1316 (this person was the owner of a wine pub, so "The Eagle" is likely the 

name of the pub.); Werner der Adeler - 1309 (same person as above); K. Bletz zem adeler 

– 1300; (who was also known as) der adeler – 1300 

Haveke Bahlow (p. 202 s.n. Häfke) gives this as meaning hawk from the LGer. 

"havik".  This entry dates: Hence Havik – 1268, H. Heveke – 1468 

Photocopies: Web page as cited. 

Submission history: Name "Ulric von Mendersham" was returned in kingdom 12/99 for 

use of German ("von") and English ("Mendersham") in one phrase.  Device Gyronny of 

eight Or and Gules a Norse serpent nowed sable was fasttrack returned in kingdom 10/99 

for violating the Laurel precedent of May 1998 against registering zoomorphic beasts of 

any kind.” 

Changes:  Any.  13
th

 century German language / culture is most important.  Desired 

gender is male. Changes requested for authenticity to 13
th

 century German. 

 

 


